Hartung Glass Industries Opens
in Vancouver, Canada
Hartung Canada Opening Details:
•

Acquisition Location: Burnaby, BC, Canada

•

Details: Hartung Glass Industries and AGC
Flat Glass North America Ltd., a subsidiary of
the Tokyo based Asahi Glass Company, signed
a definitive agreement under which Hartung
has acquired the Metro Vancouver location of
AGC Flat Glass, a leader in insulated glass unit
manufacturing and glass distribution.

•

Vision: Hartung’s acquisition of AGC Flat
Glass advances its mission of controlled growth
and increasing its presence as the leading supplier of fabricated glass products on the west
coast.

The addition of Hartung Canada will complement
our existing lines and enhance our ability to better serve the region with an extremely experienced
and talented in-place team, and our own fleet of
trucks delivering to new and existing customers
from White Rock to Whistler and Vancouver Island
through the Okanagan and into Alberta.”
- Hartung President & Owner Nick Sciola.
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Hartung Canada Opening Details: (cont.)
•

Company Details: Based in Burnaby, BC, Canada, Hartung Glass Canada manufactures
coated and non-coated insulated glass units and distributes cases of glass from all leading
primary glass manufacturers including Guardian, PPG, Pilkington and AGC. Hartung Glass
Canada will also act as a distribution hub for the company’s complete line of hardware and
architectural glass products including laminated, silk screened, tempered and decorative.

•

Customer Benefits: The combination of the two
companies further solidifies Hartung’s role in the
Pacific Northwest flat glass market and will increase the value that Hartung delivers to customers.

•

--

Advantage to Glass Shops And Glazing Contractors:
an integrated supply chain with the most extensive product selection

--

Advantage to Architects And Designers: A leader in
providing innovative glass solutions

Hartung Glass Overview: Hartung Glass Industries is a Seattle based glass fabricator with 11
tempering ovens and 12 locations from British
Columbia through Texas. The company has been
providing innovative glass solutions to architects,
glazing contractors and glass shops for over 85
years.

For information, samples and locations:
Toll Free: 1-800-552-2227
seattle@hartung-glass.com
www.hartung-glass.com

Left to right:
Bruce Butler, Director of Canadian Operations
Nick Sciola, President & Owner
Stan Howardson, General Manager
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